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A Tale of Two Men 

Thomas Jefferson left a great mark on American history . He served as the third 
president . He also wrote the Declaration of Independence . His profound words 
about democracy are still repeated and admired . 

The work that Alexander Hamilton did for his country is also impressive . He 
created a financial system that is still being used . He pushed for a strong central 
government backed by a strong military . His efforts helped to shape the world that 
Americans live in today . 
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Both men were among the most influential 
Founding Fathers. But, they almost never agreed. 
These two men had one of the biggest political 
rivalries in history . 

We know that they didn’t get along, but what was 
it that each man stood for? 

Benjamin Franklin, John 
Adams, and Jefferson meet 
to review a draft of the 
Declaration of Independence. 

Face Time 
The Treasury Department 
was planning to replace 
Hamilton on the $10 bill. 
Lin-
Manuel 

Miranda’s 
Hamilton : An American 
Musical changed that! 
Hamilton’s face will stay on 
the bill. Harriet Tubman is 
expected to appear on the 
$20 bill instead. 

Lasting Legacy 
Jefferson’s greatest legacy 
is certainly the Declaration 
of Independence. “We hold 
these truths to be self

-evident, that all men are 
created equal, that they are 
endowed by their Creator 
with certain unalienable 
Rights, that among these are 
Life, Liberty and the pursuit 
of Happiness. ” These words 
are the cornerstone on which 
the United States was built. 
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Two Worlds 

Not only did Jefferson and Hamilton hold 
different opinions, but they also lived different kinds 
of lives . Jefferson was a rich man and lived at 
Monticello — a huge house that he designed . Not only 
was he a famous Founding Father, he was also a 
philosopher, scientist, inventor, and architect . 

Displayed inside the house are gadgets Jefferson 
invented and many objects he collected . Two of 
these objects stand out : busts of Jefferson and 
Hamilton . They face each other in the entrance hall . 
Jefferson said the two heads would be “opposed in 
death as in life . ” 

The Federalist Papers 

Copy Cat 
One of Jefferson’s favorite 
gadgets was a copying 
machine. When he wrote 
a letter, another pen 
would duplicate his hand 
movements. This created 
a second copy of his letter, 
which he filed away. 
Jefferson did not invent 
the machine, but he did 
give suggestions to the 
inventor on how to improve 
its design. 

He Wrote the 
Guidebook 
One of Hamilton’s 
longest-
lasting 

written 
pieces was a ship-to-

ship communication guide. He 
wrote it in 1790 for the 
United States Revenue 
Cutter Service. That group 
would later become the 
Coast Guard. The guide was 
used until 1962. 



Unlike Jefferson, Hamilton was never a rich man . As secretary of the treasury, he 
earned $3, 500 a year . As a lawyer, he often charged less than he could have . Hamilton 
had a taste for the finer things in life, but he never had the wealth to back it up . This led 
to a mountain of debt . Hamilton spent most of his free time writing . He wrote a lot, 
and he wrote quickly . His most famous work appeared in The Federalist Papers . These 
were 85 essays in support of the Constitution . Hamilton wrote 51 of the essays, as 
many as six of them in one week . 

Monticello’s entrance hall has many 
artifacts from Jefferson’s life. 
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